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Abstract
This paper describes the theory of feedback control in the class of inputs which allow delta-functions and their derivatives. It indicates a
modification of dynamic programming techniques appropriate for such problems. Introduced are physically realizable bang-bang-type
approximations of the ‘‘ideal’’ impulse-type solutions. These may also serve as ‘‘fast’’ feedback controls which solve the terminal control
problem in arbitrary small time. Examples of damping high-order oscillations in finite time are presented.
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1. Introduction
As well known, problems of impulse control had been among
the topics of control theory since its creation, where they were
mostly treated as those of open-loop control (Krasovski, 1957;
Neustadt, 1964). However, many recent applied motivations
(hybrid systems, coordinated control, communication for
control, etc.), also require and justify the application of impulsive
inputs. But now the request is to deal with closed-loop schemes.
Similar mathematical problems, arising in economic models,
were indicated by Bensoussan and Lions (1982).
In contrast with most previous investigations, this paper deals
with the problem of closed-loop impulse control based on
generalization of dynamic programming techniques in the form
of variational inequalities of the Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman
(HJB) type. Once subjected to closed-loop impulse controls,
the originally linear systems treated here, become nonlinear.
A special feature, described in this paper, is the application of
higher order impulses which are derivatives of delta-functions,
introduced for open-loop controls by Kurzhanski and Osipov
(1969). Such ‘‘ideal’’ controls allow to transfer a controllable
system from one state to another in zero time. They may also serve
as virtual controls for system resets in hybrid system models.
However, these ideal impulse controls are not physically
§
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realizable. In order to ensure their applicability, a scheme for
substituting them by realizable approximations is introduced,
which leads to the description of ‘‘fast’’ controls that can solve
problems of terminal control in arbitrary small time. This paper
gives a concise description of related theory with examples on
damping high-order oscillating systems to zero in finite time. It is
based on two presentations at IFAC Conferences (Daryin &
Kurzhanskii, 2007b; Kurzhanski, 2007), see also Daryin,
Kurzhanski, and Seleznev (2005), Kurzhanski (2006), Daryin
and Kurzhanskii (2007a).
2. The impulse control problem
Consider the following generalization of the Mayer–Bolza
problem.
Problem 1. Minimize the functional
JðuðÞÞ ¼ Var UðÞ þ ’ðxð# þ 0ÞÞ ! inf;

(1)

dxðtÞ ¼ AðtÞxðtÞ dt þ BðtÞ dUðtÞ;

(2)

t 2 ½t0 ; #;

under restriction
xðt0 Þ ¼ x0 :

(3)

Here Var U() is the total variation of function U(), over the
interval [t0,W], where UðÞ 2 V p ½t0 ; # is the space of vectorvalued functions of bounded variation. The generalized control
U(t) attains its values in R p (which means that each component
Ui(t) is a function of bounded variation on [t0,W]). The matrix
functions AðtÞ 2 Rnn , BðtÞ 2 Rn p are continuous (or k times
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differentiable, k  n  1, if the solution allows not only deltafunctions but also their derivatives of order up to k).

whatever be ‘ 2 Rn .
Here

Eq. (2) with condition (3) is a symbolic relation for1
Z t
0
xðtÞ ¼ Gðt; t0 Þx þ
Gðt; jÞBðjÞ dUðjÞ;

kBT ðÞGT ð#; Þ‘kC½t0 ;# ¼ max kBT ðtÞGT ð#; tÞ‘k ¼ k‘kV ;
t 2 ½t0 ;#

where jj‘jj is the Euclidean norm.

t0

where the last term in the right-hand side is a Stieltjes integral.
The terminal time is fixed and the terminal cost function ’ðxÞ :
Rn ! R [ f1g is closed and convex. We assume that functions
x(t) and U(t) are left-continuous.
A special selection of ’ðxÞ ¼ I ðxjfx1 gÞ yields the problem
of steering x(t) from point x0 ¼ xðt0 Þ to point x1 ¼ xð#Þ with
minimal variation of the control U(t):
Var UðÞ ! inf;
due to system (3), under boundary conditions
xðt0 Þ ¼ x0 ;

xð# þ 0Þ ¼ x1 :

(4)

Problems of the described type have been solved in detail as
those of open-loop control in the class of controls that allow
delta-functions of first order (see Krasovski, 1968; Neustadt,
1964) and those that allow higher derivatives of delta-functions
(see Gusev, 1975; Kurzhanski, 1975; Kurzhanski & Osipov,
1969). In the present section we will however seek for solutions
in the class of closed-loop feedback controls. Such a turn would
require to develop a dynamic programming approach (see also
Miller and Rubinovich (2003), Motta and Rampazzo (1996)).
But prior to that we will first indicate the open-loop solutions in
the class which allows delta-functions but not their derivatives.

Theorem 1. The problem of steering x(t) from point x0 = x(t0)
to point x1 = x(W) is solvable iff Var{U()j[t0, W]  m}.
The optimal control U0(t) for this problem is of minimal
variation
(
)
h‘; x1  Gð#; t0 Þx0 i
0
n
m ¼ sup
j‘ 2 R :
(6)
kBT ðÞGT ð#; Þ‘kC½t0 ;#
Lemma 1. The maximum in (6) is attainable under the following assumption: system (2) is completely controllable.
Indeed, if m0 6¼ 0 and the controllability assumption is true,
then jj‘jjV defines a finite-dimensional norm in Rn and (6) is
equivalent to
m0 ¼ max h‘; x1  Gð#; t0 Þx0 i ¼ kx1  Gð#; t0 Þx0 kV ;
k‘kV 1

where kxkV is the finite-dimensional norm conjugate to jj‘jjV.
Remark 1. Note that under the controllability assumption we
have m0 =m0(t0, x0; W, x1) < 1.
Let ‘0 be the maximizer in (7). Then from (5) and (6) we
observe
Z #

0
0
0
m ¼ max
h‘ ; Gð#; jÞBðjÞ dUðjÞijVar UðÞ  m

3. The open-loop control
Define

¼

0

(7)

Z

t0
#

h‘0 ; Gð#; jÞBðjÞ dU 0 ðjÞi:

(8)

t0

0

Vðt0 ; x Þ ¼ minfJðuðÞÞjxðt0 Þ ¼ x g
as the value function for Problem 1. We shall also use notation V(t0,
x0) = V(t0, x0; W, w()), emphasizing the dependence on {W, w()}.
Let us start by minimizing
V 1 ðt0 ; x0 Þ ¼ Vðt0 ; x0 ; #; I ðjfx1 gÞÞ:
Then we first find conditions for solvability of the boundaryvalue Problem 4 under constraint Var U()  m, with m given.
Since

This is the maximum principle for impulse controls which is
given in the integral form.
Using the notation c[t] = GT(W,t)‘ = c(j, W, ‘) with
0
c [j] = c(j, W, ‘0), we can rewrite (8) as
Z #

m0 ¼ max
hc0 ½j; BðjÞ dUðjÞijVar UðÞ  m0
¼

Z

t0
#

hc0 ½j; BðjÞ dU 0 ðjÞi:

(9)

t0

h‘; xð# þ 0Þi ¼ h‘; x1 i  h‘; Gð#; t0 Þx0 i
Z #

þ max
h‘; Gð#; jÞBðjÞ dUðjÞijVar UðÞ  m ;
t0

and since the conjugate space for C p ½t0 ; # is Vp[t0, W], then,
treating functions h‘, G(W, t)B(t)i as elements of C p ½t0 ; #, we have
h‘; x1 i  h‘; Gð#; t0 Þx0 i þ mkBT ðÞGT ð#; Þ‘kC½t0 ;# ;
1

(5)

Here G(t, t) is the fundamental matrix of the system without control, i.e. the
solution to the matrix ODE @G(t, t)/@t = A(t)G(t, t) with initial condition G(t,
t) = I.

Theorem 2. The optimal impulse control U0() that minimizes
the variation Var U() satisfies the maximum principle (9). With
m0 > 0 and under the controllability assumption (9) is also
sufficient for the optimality of U0().
Remark 2. The optimal control U0() of Problem 1 may not be
unique.
Denote
F ð‘Þ ¼ argmaxt fkBT ðtÞGT ð#; tÞ‘k jt 2 ½t0 ; #g,
which is the set of points t where
kBT ðtÞGT ð#; tÞ‘k ¼ maxfkBT ðtÞGT ð#; tÞ‘k jt 2 ½t0 ; #g:
t

